Birefringent fermions arise as massless fermionic low energy excitations of a particular tight binding model for spinless fermions on a square lattice which have two "speeds of light" [M. P. Kennett, et al., Phys. Rev. A 83, 053636 (2011)]. We use mean field theory to study phases that can arise when there are nearest neighbour and next-nearest neighbour repulsive interactions in this model and demonstrate robustness of the birefringent semi-metal phase in the presence of weak interactions and identify transitions to staggered density and quantum anomalous Hall ordered phases. We consider the effect of coupling birefringent fermions to a magnetic field, and find analytic expressions for the corresponding Landau levels and demonstrate that their integer Quantum Hall effect displays additional plateaux beyond those observed for regular Dirac fermions, such as in graphene. We briefly discuss a tight-binding construction that leads to three dimensional birefringent fermions.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been recent intense experimental and theoretical activity focused on systems with low energy excitations with Dirac dispersions, such as Graphene, 1 topological insulators, 2 and Weyl semi-metals. 3 Birefringent fermions are massless fermions which differ from Dirac fermions in that they have more than one distinct velocity. It has recently been shown that they can arise as the low energy excitations of a specific tight binding model 4 and are one of a class of recently investigated birefringent Dirac systems, in which there may be multiple Fermi velocities and/or flat bands. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] The most promising venue for realizing such physics appears to be using cold atoms in optical lattices. [4] [5] [6] [7] 9, 10, 13 The recent demonstration of artificial Dirac systems, in cold atoms, 17 "molecular graphene" 18 and dielectric resonators 19 opens the door to engineering Dirac-like bandstructures and exploring their properties. This motivates our study of birefringent fermions as an example of a system that generalizes regular Dirac fermions. These fermions break the chiral SU (2) symmetry present for Dirac fermions, 20 but do so without generating a mass, 4 unlike the usual case for Dirac fermions. 21 The price that is paid is that the emergent low energy Lorentz symmetry is also broken, and so one has a situation where there are two different Fermi velocities (or "speeds of light"). In detail, the low energy theory of birefringent fermions consists of four component massless fermions with two separate Fermi velocities v 0 (1 ± β) controlled by the parameter 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. Writing the low energy theory in Dirac form, the parameter β multiplies terms in the kinetic energy not present in the regular Dirac Hamiltonian. We have considered the response of these fermions to a variety of perturbations, and in the presence of topological defects 4, 15 and found that the property of birefringence is quite robust. An important question to ask is whether this birefringence is robust in the presence of interactions, and the nature of broken symmetry phases that gap the birefringent semi-metal for strong enough interactions.
We consider this question here by treating repulsive interactions at a mean-field level in the previously introduced tight-binding model of spinless fermions which has birefringent fermions as its low energy excitations. 4 The tight binding model we consider in fact interpolates between a model of regular Dirac fermions on a square lattice and the Lieb lattice, which has attracted considerable attention itself recently. [22] [23] [24] We find that generically the birefringent semi-metal phase is stable to weak interactions. For sufficiently strong nearest neighbour interactions there is an instability to a staggered density phase and this tendency is enhanced as birefringence increases in strength. For sufficiently strong nextnearest neighbour interactions, there can be a topologically insulating quantum anomalous Hall phase, which is robust to weak nearest neighbour interactions. This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we recall the model of birefringent Dirac fermions. In Sec. III we study the phases that arise due to both nearest neighbour and nextnearest neighbour interactions. In Sec. IV and Sec. V we consider the effects of magnetic field and the generalization of birefringent fermions to three dimensions respectively. Finally, in Sec. VI we conclude and discuss our results.
II. BIREFRINGENT FERMIONS
We recently introduced birefringent fermions as the low energy excitations of the tight binding model of non-interacting spinless fermions on a square lattice at half-filling illustrated in Fig. 1 . 4 This tight-binding model can also be viewed as corresponding to a model with positive hopping parameters and half a flux quantum through each plaquette, similar to a square lattice model considered by Seradjeh et al. 25 which admits Dirac fermions as low energy excitations.
The dispersion relation reads as 
where ψ
, with c Ik a fermionic annihilation operator for a fermion with momentum k which resides on sites I = A, B, C, or D, and (setting 2J 0 = 1)
where H 0 is the Hamiltonian when β = 0 and H β contains all terms involving β. We use a non-standard representation of the gamma matrices in which γ 0 = σ 3 ⊗ σ 3 ,
The matrices γ 0 , γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 and γ 5 satisfy the Clifford algebra γ µ γ ν + γ ν γ µ = 2δ µν . 26 The representation is four dimensional, the minimal dimension for a time-reversal invariant system of spinless Dirac fermions in two dimensions on a lattice. 27 There are four Dirac points, however unlike graphene, for which the minimal representation is constructed with two sublattice degrees of freedom and two inequivalent Dirac points, in the birefringent model the four Dirac points are equivalent and arise from there being four lattice points in the unit cell. The spectrum
can be obtained very simply by noting that H 0 and H β commute and that both H 0 and H β individually represent Dirac Hamiltonians (albeit for different representations of the gamma matrices). The two Dirac cones with Fermi velocities 1 ± β make it tempting to think that it might be possible to use a direct sum with two copies of two component massless Dirac fermions or Weyl fermions. This is not possible without breaking time reversal symmetry, 28, 29 which is respected here. 27 In the limit β = 1 the model is analagous to the previously studied case of the Lieb lattice 6, 7, 30 and there are two flat bands at zero energy and a two component Weyl fermion.
III. INTERACTIONS
We focus on nearest neighbour and next-nearest neighbour repulsive interactions introduced via the Hamiltonian
where we note that for spinless fermions there can be no onsite interactions. We study the low energy theory in the vicinity of one of the Dirac cones at the corners of the Brillouin zone and ignore scatterings between different Dirac cones. We represent the generating functional as an imaginary time path integral over Grassmann-valued fields ψ andψ = ψ † γ 0 :
where
with L 0 the Lagrangian associated with H 0 , L β the Lagrangian associated with H β and L int the interaction Lagrangian. We treat the interactions at a mean field level, similarly to approaches previously used for graphene 20, 31 by solving the saddle point equations for the order parameters obtained from the path integral formalism.
A. Nearest Neighbour interactions
We first consider nearest neighbour interactions with strength V 1 . We can decouple the quartic interaction terms in the action by introducing Hubbard-Stratonovich fields and making use of the identities corresponding to Hartree and Fock decompositions of
which are written out explicitly in Appendix A 1.
In principle we should introduce Hubbard-Stratonovich fields corresponding to all Hartree and Fock decompositions of the interaction term, but we find that for nearest neighbour interactions the leading instability is to staggered density order with order parameter
Keeping only the Hartree term [Eq. (A1)] and also introducing the field
we get
and
After integrating out the Grassman fields, we may write the generating functional as
where after Fourier transforming,
We take a saddle point approximation:
and find that the saddle point equation for χ (where Λ is an ultra-violet cutoff) gives the critical interaction strength, V c as
We find that φ = 0 and that a non-zero solution for χ may be found provided V 1 ≥ V c , where (keeping only terms that scale with Λ) we can obtain V c as a function of β:
which is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The result reduces to the previously calculated expression in the limit β → 0. Figure 2 illustrates that as β approaches unity, the birefringent semi-metal becomes increasingly more susceptible to staggered density order. In the presence of a non-zero staggered density order parameter, χ, the spectrum of the birefringent fermion model becomes gapped
but retains its birefringent property. 4 The spectrum reduces to that found with a usual mass term when β = 0.
B. Next Nearest neighbour interactions
In order to deal with next nearest neighbour interactions (with strength V 2 ) we again focus in the vicinity of a single Dirac cone, and make use of decompositions of n A n D + n B n C in Hartree and Fock channels (full details in Appendix A 2). We hence introduce additional Hubbard Stratonovich fields to decompose this interaction term in the path integral. We find that for V 1 = 0, the leading instability is to the order parameter
which breaks time reversal symmetry 29 and leads to an additional term in the action:
which has a critical coupling
At a mean field level, this ordering is equivalent to having a circulating current in the pattern illustrated in Fig. 3 , giving a quantum anomalous Hall phase similar to that found on the honeycomb lattice 33 or in the three band Hubbard model for cuprates 34 when next nearest neighbour interactions are present. If the order is as illustrated in Fig. 3, with tude α, then the dispersion is always gapped and rotationally invariant and takes the form
For non-zero α, there is always a gap of 8α between the upper and lower bands, but for non-zero β, the minimum gap is for a ring of finite k, with radius
The dispersion is shown as an insert in Fig. 4 , which also illustrates the phase diagram when only next nearest neighbour interactions are present. Now, as noted in Ref. 4 , a different representation of the gamma matrices can transform γ 0 γ 1 ↔ γ 3 and γ 0 γ 2 ↔ γ 5 , essentially swapping H 0 and H β (up to a factor of β) in Eq. (3). The same transformation takes ζ 35 to
which also breaks time reversal symmetry and in which the direction of the circulating current on either the AD or BC sublattice is reversed with respect to ζ 35 ordering. If β > 1 then ζ 12 ordering is favoured and for 1 < β < 2, the critical coupling is
which tends to the same value as V 35 in the limit β → 1, at which H 0 and H β have equal weight in the Hamiltonian.
C. Nearest neighbour and next nearest neighbour interactions
When both V 1 = 0 and V 2 = 0, there can be either χ or ζ 35 ordering. We note that these two orders are even and odd respectively under the discrete symmetry operator Γ that was introduced in Ref. 4 , which in Euclidean form is
and on the lattice corresponds to a reflection about the diagonal AD in the unit cell, with c A → c A , c B → c C , c C → c B and c D → −c D . The action of Γ on the Hamiltonian, H k , is to exchange k x and k y . The effects on γ 0 , γ 3 γ 5 , and γ 1 γ 2 are
We calculate the phase diagram for V 1 = 0 and V 2 = 0 below. Note that the coupling strength at which the transition from semi-metal to QAH phase occurs differs between Figs. 4 and 5 because of a factor of 2 in the action. In calculating the phase diagram shown in Fig. 4 we assume that there are no other forms of ordering when performing the decomposition into Hubbard-Stratonovich fields, and in Fig. 5 we decompose the next-nearest neighbour interaction terms equally between χ and ζ 35 ordering. The qualitative behaviour of the phase diagram shown in Fig. 5 is maintained for all β but the exact positions of the phase transition lines have some β dependence which can be anticipated from Figs. 2 and 4 .
IV. LANDAU LEVELS
Whilst we originally derived birefringent fermions in a tight binding model with an artificial magnetic field, 4 we are free to ask what the spectrum of birefringent fermions looks like when a magnetic field is present, without asking about specific tight binding models that might be required to realize them. Hence, we now derive the Landau level energy spectrum by coupling a magnetic field to the effective Hamiltonian. We write the Hamiltonian in real space, and use minimal coupling and the Landau gauge A = (0, Bx, 0). Noting that the system is translationally invariant in the ydirection we make the following ansatz for the eigenstates:
, and after the change of variables ξ = (k y + Bx)/ √ B, ǫ = E/2J 0 √ B we obtain the eigenvalue equation
We can combine the equations above to obtain the following differential equation for f 1 :
Using the ansatz f 1 (ξ) = H n (ξ) exp −ξ 2 /2 , with H n (ξ) the n th Hermite polynomial, we arrive at the following expression for the energy eigenvalues ǫ n,β,±± = ± (2n + 1)(1 + β 2 ) ± (2n + 1) 2 (1 + β 2 ) 2 − 4n(n + 1)(1 − β 2 ) 2 .
To connect to the standard relativistic Landau levels, first consider β = 0, which gives ǫ n = ± √ 2n + 2, or ǫ n = ± √ 2n. When β = 0, the system retains the SU (2) chiral symmetry generated by {γ 3 , γ 5 , γ 3 γ 5 } and the Landau levels are doubly degenerate. When β is non-zero, the chiral symmetry is broken, and the degeneracy is lifted so that as β → 1, half of the levels go to ǫ = 0 and the other half to ǫ = ± 2(2n + 1) as illustrated in Fig. 6 .
A. Integer Quantum Hall effect
In graphene the integer Quantum Hall effect shows plateaux at σ = ±(4n + 2)e 2 /h, which is a result of the four fold degeneracy (two from spin and two from valley degrees of free- dom) for n = 0 Landau levels and two fold degeneracy of the n = 0 Landau level. 35, 36 For spinless fermions as considered here, when β = 0 one would expect to see an integer quantum Hall effect with σ = f e 2 /h with f = ±(2n + 1), since there is no factor of 2 associated with spin degeneracy. When β = 0 the breaking of the degeneracy of the Dirac cones implies that the integer Quantum Hall effects will also be modified so that conductivities for all non zero integers should be present, i.e. σ = f e 2 /h with f = ±(n + 1).
V. BIREFRINGENT FERMIONS IN THREE DIMENSIONS
All of our discussions of birefringent fermions have focused on two dimensions, but it is interesting to ask whether this physics is realisable in three dimensions as well. Hosur et al. considered a staggered flux model in three dimensions, which has Dirac fermions as its low energy excitations. By choosing the same flux pattern and allowing for both J + and J − hopping amplitudes in the 8 site unit cell as illustrated in Fig. 7 , one can obtain birefringent fermions. Introduce an eight-component fermion operator at momen-
and then the tight binding Hamiltonian can be represented as
with the non-zero elements of the hopping matrix, H k equal to:
This may be written in terms of the Pauli matrices in the following form
Hence, the energy eigenvalues are given by
and at the eight vertices of the Brillouin zone
, there are Dirac points at which the dispersion takes the form E ± , ± = ±2J ± |k|, and each of the birefringent fermion bands is doubly degenerate.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have studied the effects of interactions within the tight binding model for birefringent fermions at a mean-field level. We have illustrated that for nearest neighbour and next-nearest neighbour repulsive interactions on the square lattice, the birefringent semi-metal persists up to a critical interaction strength for β < 1. We have calculated the β dependence of these critical interaction strengths and find that as β approaches 1, the system is more susceptible to interactions than for small values of β. A staggered density phase is favoured by nearest neighbour interactions and a quantum anomalous Hall phase with circulating currents is favoured by next-nearest neighbour interactions. The ordered phases that arise for birefringent fermions are thus quite similar to those of regular Dirac fermions, but as β is increased, birefringent fermions have a lower critical interaction strength for ordering. It should be noted that in the case of the honeycomb lattice, despite mean field predictions of quantum anomalous Hall phases, 22, 33, 38 such phases have proven to be less robust in exact diagonalization calculations with periodic boundary conditions 39, 40 , but present when open boundary conditions are used. 41 We expect that similar considerations apply to the situation considered here and consider the exploration of interaction effects beyond mean field theory to be an interesting avenue for future work.
Despite similarities at zero magnetic field, birefringent fermions display qualitatively different behaviour to regular Dirac fermions in the presence of a magnetic field. We considered the effects of a magnetic field on the spectrum of birefringent fermions and obtained exact expressions for their Landau levels. The broken chiral symmetry of birefringent fermions lifts the degeneracy of Landau levels for regular Dirac fermions, and hence there are additional integer Quantum Hall plateaux compared to the case when β = 0.
The study presented here is part of the broader effort of understanding interaction effects in novel bandstructures. Future directions to consider include the addition of spin to birefringent fermions, which would also allow for on-site Hubbard interactions. The combination of interactions and magnetic field would also be interesting to investigate. The experimental realization of birefringent fermions would also be of great interest -we proposed a scheme to realize them in a cold atom setting in Ref. 4 for cold atoms, but given the nature of the tight binding models for two and three dimensional birefringent fermions, it is conceivable that they might arise naturally in transition metal compounds where d-orbitals are important for hopping matrix elements.
